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Introduction

• Cervical Spondylosis (CS) is a common 

disease, often coincides with MS

• CS is more common in MS patients and 

often poses a clinical dilemma 

Ronthal M. Clin Neurol Neurosurg 2006;108:275-7 



MS triggers

• Infections 

• Postpartum

• Stress- controversial

• No evidence for physical trauma or 

vaccinations as MS triggers

• Is cervical discopathy a trigger for MS 

lesions in the spinal cord?



• 214 MS patients with cervical discopathy and MS lesion

• 148 patients (69%) had a MS lesion at the same site as 

discopathy

• The study suggests a possible correlation between 

cervical discopathy and cervical MS plaque

• Limitations:

– Exclusion of patients with only discopathy or only MS plaque

– Considering any cord lesion as an MS plaque

– Analyzing the cervical cord as  one unit

Clin Neurol Neurosurg. 2014;121:23-6



Methods-I

• Review of cervical MRI scans of 47 MS 

patients

• Presence and severity of disk disease:

– Grade I (minor disc bulge/no compression)

– Grade II (compression of the dural sac)

– Grade III (cord compression)



Methods-II

• Presence of demyelinating 

lesion (determined by a 

neuroradiologist, based on 

lesion location and size, cord 

thickness and  lesion's 

border*):

– MS lesion: characterized by 

posterior - central location, larger 

size and well - defined borders

– CSM lesions: central-lateral, of 

smaller size, with ill-defined 

borders

* Givon U et al. Cervical MRI Rating Scale: Innovative Approach to Differentiate between Demyelinating and Disc Lesions. Clin Neuroradiol. 2019;29:639-44

MS

Compressive 

Myelopathy

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=givon+u+AND+achiron+AND+cord


Methods-III

• The spinal cord in each scan was divided into 6 

segments corresponding to the intervertebral 

space of the spine (C1-7).

• Each segment was defined as containing a:

– demyelinating lesion and disc pathology (group 1) 

– demyelinating lesion without disc pathology (group 2)

– disc pathology without demyelinating lesion (group 3)

– no demyelinating lesion or disc pathology (group 4).

• Fisher exact test for association between 

demyelinating lesions and disc pathology



Results

• 47 patients (F-31, average age 47.8±12.5, average 

disease duration 8.2±5.6 years)

• Cervical spondylosis: 35 (74%)

–Grade I - Minor  disc bulge: 12 (25%)

–Grade II – Sac compression: 13 (28%)

–Grade III – Cord compression without 

myelopathy: 9 (19%)

–Grade III – Cord compression with 

myelopathy: 1 (2%)

• MS plaques: 79, in 30 patients (64%)

• 282 spinal cord segments analyzed



Association of disc pathology 

with MS lesions
No MS lesionMS lesion

52 segments24 segmentsDisk bulge

151 segments55 segmentsNo disk bulge

No MS lesionMS lesion

31 segments13 segmentsSac compression

172 segments66 segmentsNo sac compression

No MS lesionMS lesion

40 segments20 segmentsCord compression

163 segments59 segmentsNo cord compression

Grade I

Grade II

Grade III

p = 0.45

p = 0.55

p = 0.33

No association between MS plaques and any degree of disc disease



Conclusions

• Similar to previous studies, we also found a high 

prevalence of CS (74%) in MS patients

• We did not find any association between cervical 

discopathy and MS plaques

• Possible explanations for the different results from 

previous studies (Nikseresht et al) may include:

– Different study populations and sample size

– Different methodology

– Different definitions of MS plaque vs. compressive 

myelopathy



Study limitations

• Small sample size

• Retrospective study

• Lack of radiological-pathological 

correlation



Summary

Cervical spondylosis is common in MS 

patients. However , no association was 

found between cervical discopathy and the 

presence of MS plaque



Thank You!


